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Constituency
The basic units of sentence structure
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Thus far

• You’ve been looking at the contributions that 
individual words make to the principles governing 
the formation of sentences. 

• For example, you saw that verbs don’t typically 
appear as the subject of a sentence. (Distributional 
definitions!) 

• We’re going to look at today the kinds of 
structures words combine together to form.
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Meaning of a sentence is more 
than the sum of its words.
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Meaning of a sentence is more 
than the sum of its words.

a. The puppy hit the rock

b. The rock hit the puppy.

c. The + puppy + hit + the +rock ≠  the + rock + 
hit + the + puppy.

(cf. 2 + 3 = 3 + 2) 
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Meaning of a sentence is more 
than the sum of its words.

a. The puppy hit the rock

b. The rock hit the puppy.

c. The + puppy + hit + the +rock ≠  the + rock + 
hit + the + puppy.

(cf. 2 + 3 = 3 + 2) 

This fact is captured by the notion that sentences 
have internal structure 
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Another argument for 
structure: Yes/No questions

•Yes/no questions can be answered by “yes” or 
“no” or “maybe”
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Another argument for 
structure: Yes/No questions

•Yes/no questions can be answered by “yes” or 
“no” or “maybe”

•Bear with me, I’m going to run this using the 
scientific method, and I have a particular set of 
hypotheses to run through!
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•Remember: The S.M. requires that we always go 
with the simplest hypothesis consistent with the 
data we have. (Occam’s razor) 
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Another argument for 
structure: Yes/No questions

•Remember: The S.M. requires that we always go 
with the simplest hypothesis consistent with the 
data we have. (Occam’s razor) 

•Let’s start with the assumption that there is no 
structure, and sentences are just a linear string of 
words. Now consider the following pair of 
sentences. 
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Structure
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•  Consider the following sentences:

a. Alex can’t eat chocolate covered almonds.

b. Can’t Alex eat chocolate covered almonds?

Structure
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•  Consider the following sentences:

a. Alex can’t eat chocolate covered almonds.

b. Can’t Alex eat chocolate covered almonds?

•  Hypothesis # 1

To form a yes/no question move the 2nd 
word to the front of the sentence.

Structure
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Structure
• Hypothesis # 1

To form a yes/no question move the 2nd word 
to the front of the sentence

• Problem:

a. The TA can’t eat chocolate covered almonds.

b. *TA the can’t eat chocolate covered almonds?
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Structure
• Hypothesis # 1

To form a yes/no question move the 2nd word 
to the front of the sentence

• Problem:

a. The TA can’t eat chocolate covered almonds.

b. *TA the can’t eat chocolate covered almonds?

• Hypothesis #2

To form a yes/no question move the auxiliary to 
the front of the sentence
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Structure
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To form a yes/no question move the auxiliary to 
the front of the sentence
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Structure
• Hypothesis #2

To form a yes/no question move the auxiliary to 
the front of the sentence

• Problem:

a. The TA has been eating chocolate covered almonds.

b. *Been the TA has eating chocolate covered almonds?
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Structure
• Hypothesis #2

To form a yes/no question move the auxiliary to 
the front of the sentence

• Problem:

a. The TA has been eating chocolate covered almonds.

b. *Been the TA has eating chocolate covered almonds?

• Hypothesis #3

To form a yes/no question move the first auxiliary 
to the front of the sentence
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• Hypothesis #3

To form a yes/no question move the first auxiliary to 
the front of the sentence

Structure
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• Hypothesis #3

To form a yes/no question move the first auxiliary to 
the front of the sentence

• Problem:

a. The TA who is here can eat chocolate covered almonds.

b. *Is the TA here can eat chocolate covered almonds?

c. (cf. Can the TA who is here eat chocolate covered almonds?)

Structure
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• Hypothesis #3

To form a yes/no question move the first auxiliary to 
the front of the sentence

• Problem:

a. The TA who is here can eat chocolate covered almonds.

b. *Is the TA here can eat chocolate covered almonds?

c. (cf. Can the TA who is here eat chocolate covered almonds?)

•What’s the problem here?

•The first auxiliary is part of the subject of the sentence:

[The TA who is here] can eat chocolate covered almonds

Structure
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Structure
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• Hypothesis 4

•  To form a yes/no question move the first auxiliary 
after the subject to the front of the sentence

Structure
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• Hypothesis 4

•  To form a yes/no question move the first auxiliary 
after the subject to the front of the sentence

•We require a notion where there is internal structure 
to the sentence: We need a notion of what the subject 
is: which words are in the subject and which words 
aren’t. 

Structure
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Internal structure is 
represented by the notion 

of
Constituent
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[The TA who is here] can eat chocolate. 

Bracketing (as above) is one of two notations 
for representing, or marking, constituents. 

 (The other is tree notation, which you’ll look at 
next week). 

A Constituent is any unit of internal 
syntactic structure. 

(i.e., a group of words functioning as a unit)
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Constituents represent semantically 
related material

• In the sentence:

	
	
 The elephant snorted a bowl of peanuts

There is the intuition that the and elephant are 
more closely related than peanuts and snorted. 
Similarly, bowl and peanuts are more closely related 
than the and snorted.
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Constituents represent semantically 
related material

• In the sentence:

	
	
 The elephant snorted a bowl of peanuts

There is the intuition that the and elephant are 
more closely related than peanuts and snorted. 
Similarly, bowl and peanuts are more closely related 
than the and snorted.

• This intuition is captured with constituency
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Constituent

 A constituent is a group of words that functions as a 
unit.
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Constituent

 A constituent is a group of words that functions as a 
unit.
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Modification
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Constituency Tests: 
Modification

• If one word modifies (limits the meaning of) 
another, then they are probably part of the 
same constituent.

 I bought a red balloon

‘a’ and ‘red’ both modify ‘balloon’ so they are 
all part of the same constituent: [a red 
balloon]
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functioning as a unit—and are a constituent:
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• If you can move a group of words, they are 
functioning as a unit—and are a constituent:

• Clefting: It is/was __________ that …

	
	
 It was [a brand new car] that he bought

• Preposing: [Big bowls of beans] are what I 
like.
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Constituency Tests: 
Movement

• If you can move a group of words, they are 
functioning as a unit—and are a constituent:

• Clefting: It is/was __________ that …

	
	
 It was [a brand new car] that he bought

• Preposing: [Big bowls of beans] are what I 
like.

• Passive: [The big boy] was kissed by the 
slobbering dog.
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Constituency Tests: 
Movement

• If you can move a group of words, they are 
functioning as a unit—and are a constituent:

• Clefting: It is/was __________ that …

	
	
 It was [a brand new car] that he bought

• Preposing: [Big bowls of beans] are what I 
like.

• Passive: [The big boy] was kissed by the 
slobbering dog.

There are other kinds of movement!
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Replacement
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Replacement
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• If you can replace a group of words with a 
single word (keeping the meaning roughly the 
same) then they form a constituent:

• I’ve always loved [the man in a natty suit]
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Constituency Tests: 
Replacement

• If you can replace a group of words with a 
single word (keeping the meaning roughly the 
same) then they form a constituent:

• I’ve always loved [the man in a natty suit]

• I’ve always loved [John]
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Constituency Tests: 
Replacement

• If you can replace a group of words with a 
single word (keeping the meaning roughly the 
same) then they form a constituent:

• I’ve always loved [the man in a natty suit]

• I’ve always loved [John]

• I’ve always loved [him]
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Constituency Tests: Pro-
form Replacement

• If you can replace a group of words with a pro-form 
(pronoun, pro-verb, pro-adjective etc.) (keeping the 
meaning roughly the same) then they form a 
constituent:
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Constituency Tests: Pro-
form Replacement

• If you can replace a group of words with a pro-form 
(pronoun, pro-verb, pro-adjective etc.) (keeping the 
meaning roughly the same) then they form a 
constituent:

• I’ve always loved [the man in a natty suit]
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Constituency Tests: Pro-
form Replacement

• If you can replace a group of words with a pro-form 
(pronoun, pro-verb, pro-adjective etc.) (keeping the 
meaning roughly the same) then they form a 
constituent:

• I’ve always loved [the man in a natty suit]

• I’ve always loved [him]

• Susan [bought a truck with mag wheels]
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Constituency Tests: Pro-
form Replacement

• If you can replace a group of words with a pro-form 
(pronoun, pro-verb, pro-adjective etc.) (keeping the 
meaning roughly the same) then they form a 
constituent:

• I’ve always loved [the man in a natty suit]

• I’ve always loved [him]

• Susan [bought a truck with mag wheels]

• Susan [did (so) too]
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Ellipsis
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Constituency Tests: 
Ellipsis

• This is a special constituency test for a 
constituent called a Verb Phrase (VP). If an 
item is a VP, then it can be deleted under 
(near) identity with another VP
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Constituency Tests: 
Ellipsis

• This is a special constituency test for a 
constituent called a Verb Phrase (VP). If an 
item is a VP, then it can be deleted under 
(near) identity with another VP

• Bill [found a gold nugget in the stream] but 
I don’t think John will [find a gold nugget in 
the stream]
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Alone
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Constituency Tests: Stand 
Alone
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Constituency Tests: Stand 
Alone

•Can the group of words serve as a sentence 
fragment in response to a question?

Q: What did Heidi buy at the flea market?

A: [A bag of moldy vacuum cleaner parts]

Q: What did Heidi do at the fleamarket?

A: [Buy some cheap T-shirts]
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Constituency Tests: Stand 
Alone

•Can the group of words serve as a sentence 
fragment in response to a question?

Q: What did Heidi buy at the flea market?

A: [A bag of moldy vacuum cleaner parts]

Q: What did Heidi do at the fleamarket?

A: [Buy some cheap T-shirts]

Q:  Where did Heidi put them?
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Constituency Tests: Stand 
Alone

•Can the group of words serve as a sentence 
fragment in response to a question?

Q: What did Heidi buy at the flea market?

A: [A bag of moldy vacuum cleaner parts]

Q: What did Heidi do at the fleamarket?

A: [Buy some cheap T-shirts]

Q:  Where did Heidi put them?

A:  [In the back of her car]
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Constituency Tests: 
Conjunction
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Constituency Tests: 
Conjunction

• If the group of words can be coordinated (or 
conjoined) with another string, then it is a 
constituent of the same type:

	
	
 [John] and [the man] went to the store

	
 *[John] and [quickly the man] went to the store
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Constituency Tests: 
Conjunction

• If the group of words can be coordinated (or 
conjoined) with another string, then it is a 
constituent of the same type:

	
	
 [John] and [the man] went to the store

	
 *[John] and [quickly the man] went to the store

LINGUISTICS GENERAL’S WARNING: There are a 
*lot* of situations where the conjunction test will give 

you false results. Use it sparingly and with caution! 
(See textbook for details.)
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Caution:
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Caution:

• The constituency tests are NOT fool proof. You 
should always apply at least two to any given string 
of words, just in case you have got false results for 
some reason.
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John [eats at really fancy restaurants]

• Stand Alone?

• What does John do in his spare time?
• Eat at really fancy restaurants.

• Replace by a Pro-form (pronoun, pro-verb)?

• John [eats at really fancy restaurants] and Bill [does (so) too]

• Move?

• Eating at really fancy restaurants, that’s John’s favorite pastime. 
• I told John to eat at really fancy restaurants, and [eat at really 

fancy restaurants] he will!
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John [eats at really] fancy restaurants

• Stand Alone?

• What does John do in his spare time?
• *Eat at really.

• Replace by a Pro-form (pronoun, proverb)?

• *John [eats at really] fancy restaurants and Bill [does 
so too] fancy restaurants

• Move?

• *Eating at really is what John does fancy restaurants.
• *It’s eating at really that John does fancy restaurants.
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Summary: Constituency

• Constituent: A group of words that functions 
as a unit.
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Summary: Constituency

• Constituent: A group of words that functions 
as a unit.

• Captures judgments about the relatedness of 
words and about the hierarchical structure of 
sentences
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Summary: Constituency
• Constituency tests:

• Modification

• Movement

• Replacement (single word & pro-form)

• Ellipsis (for VPs)

• Stand Alone (Sentence Fragment)

• Co-ordination/Conjunction
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Summary: Constituency
• Constituency tests:

• Modification

• Movement

• Replacement (single word & pro-form)

• Ellipsis (for VPs)

• Stand Alone (Sentence Fragment)

• Co-ordination/Conjunction

• Tests are NOT infallible. Use more than 1!
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Phrase Structure
A formal hypothesis for representing constituency
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Constituents are hierarchically 
organized
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                            AdjP            N
	
	
 	
 	
 	
 	
                                           restaurants

                                 Adj
                                 fancy

The man eats at fancy 
restaurants.

[TP [NP[DThe] [Nman]] [VP [Veats] [PP [Pat] [NP [AdjPfancy] [Nrestaurants]]]]]
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• Rules to represent hierarchical structure

eg.   TP à NP  VP

	
	
	
 	
 TP

	
	
NP	
    	
       VP

constituent

(sub)constituents

[TP [NP ... ] [VP ... ]]
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of the 
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elements in 
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elements inside of constituent IN ORDER from Left to Right
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the name 
of the 

constituent

“consists of”

elements without 
parentheses are 

obligatory

elements in 
parentheses 
are optional

X, Y, Z are variables representing any category (e.g., N, V, A, P, etc.)

elements inside of constituent IN ORDER from Left to Right



XP  à    (YP)    X   (ZP+)

the name 
of the 

constituent

“consists of”

elements without 
parentheses are 

obligatory

elements in 
parentheses 
are optional

X, Y, Z are variables representing any category (e.g., N, V, A, P, etc.)

elements inside of constituent IN ORDER from Left to Right

+ means 
you can 
have as 
many as 
you need



An Example: The Phrase Structure rule for NPs

• This will be our first case study:

• We will propose a rule,

• Test it against evidence, and repeatedly revise it until we get a 
more adequate picture of what the rule is.

• Along the way, we’ll be practicing tree structure diagrams, both 
creating them and reading them.

• We’ll then extend the analysis of NPs to other phrases.



[NP [N  John]]



• A noun phrase can be just a bare noun:
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• A noun phrase can be just a bare noun:

• [NP John] left  (cf. [NP the man] left)
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• A noun phrase can be just a bare noun:

• [NP John] left  (cf. [NP the man] left)

– So all other material other than the Noun itself 
will be optional.  

[NP [N  John]]



• A noun phrase can be just a bare noun:

• [NP John] left  (cf. [NP the man] left)

– So all other material other than the Noun itself 
will be optional.  

• The N in an NP is called the Head of the NP, 

[NP [N  John]]



• A noun phrase can be just a bare noun:

• [NP John] left  (cf. [NP the man] left)

– So all other material other than the Noun itself 
will be optional.  

• The N in an NP is called the Head of the NP, 

NP

N
John

[NP [N  John]]



Noun Phrases (NP)



• NPs can have an optional determiner and 
adjective phrases. 
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AdjPs as you like:
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• NPs can have an optional determiner and 
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• You are allowed one determiner and as many 
AdjPs as you like:
• [slippers]
• [the slippers]
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Noun Phrases (NP)



• NPs can have an optional determiner and 
adjective phrases. 

• You are allowed one determiner and as many 
AdjPs as you like:
• [slippers]
• [the slippers]
• [pink slippers]
• [the pink slippers]
• [pink fluffy slippers]
• [the pink fluffy slippers]
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• NPs can have an optional determiner and 
adjective phrases. 

• You are allowed one determiner and as many 
AdjPs as you like:
• [slippers]
• [the slippers]
• [pink slippers]
• [the pink slippers]
• [pink fluffy slippers]
• [the pink fluffy slippers]
• *the a slippers

Noun Phrases (NP)



• NPs can have an optional determiner and 
adjective phrases. 

• You are allowed one determiner and as many 
AdjPs as you like:
• [slippers]
• [the slippers]
• [pink slippers]
• [the pink slippers]
• [pink fluffy slippers]
• [the pink fluffy slippers]
• *the a slippers

NPà (D) (AdjP+) N

Noun Phrases (NP)
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 AdjP	
   AdjP	
 	
 N
	
	
     the                        slippers
	
	
	
         A         A	
 	


     pink    fluffy

NPà (D) (AdjP+) N
Noun Phrases (NP)

[NP [D the] [AP [A Pink]] [AP [A Fluffy]] [N Slippers]]



• NPs also allow as many optional PPs 
following the N as you like:

• The book of poems
• The book of poems with the red cover
• The book of poems with the red cover from New York

Noun Phrases (NP)



• NPs also allow as many optional PPs 
following the N as you like:

• The book of poems
• The book of poems with the red cover
• The book of poems with the red cover from New York

NPà (D) (AdjP+) N (PP+)

Noun Phrases (NP)



• NPs can also be modified by clauses (CPs):

• The fact [that I like haggis]
• The book of poems with the red cover [that I 

bought in NYC]

Noun Phrases (NP)



• NPs can also be modified by clauses (CPs):

• The fact [that I like haggis]
• The book of poems with the red cover [that I 

bought in NYC]
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• NP à  (D)     (AdjP+)   N          (PP+)  (CP)

“NP consist of”
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• NP à  (D)     (AdjP+)   N          (PP+)  (CP)

“NP consist of”

“an optional 
determiner” (brackets mean 

optional)

“followed by any number of optional 
Adjective Phrases” (+= any number of)
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noun” (the 

head.)
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Noun Phrases (NP)
“Followed by an optional CP” 



• NP à (D)     (AdjP+)    N    (PP+) (CP)

	
                         NP

       D      AdjP    AdjP 	
  N        PP
       the                             book 
	
             Adj     Adj	
               P      NP
	
             big   yellow               of              
	
                                                        N
	
 	
 	
 	
                                        poems

	


Noun Phrases (NP)

 [NP [D the] [AP [A big]][AP [A yellow][N book][PP [P of] [NP [N poems]]]]
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• Adjs and Advs can stand on their own as phrases:

• the [red] lipstick
• AdjP  → Adj
• John left quickly
• AdvP → Adv

• But they can also be modified by AdvPs:

• John left [rather quickly]
• the [very red] lipstick
• AdjP → (AdvP) Adj
• AdvP → (AdvP) Adv

Adjective Phrases and Adverb Phrases
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         AdvP

AdvP       Adv
	
           quickly
Adv 
rather

Adjective Phrases and Adverb Phrases

         AdjP

AdvP       Adj
	
            red
Adv 
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         AdvP

AdvP       Adv
	
           quickly
Adv 
rather head

head

head

head

[AdvP2 [AdvP1  [Adv1 rather]] [Adv2 quickly]]

Adjective Phrases and Adverb Phrases

         AdjP

AdvP       Adj
	
            red
Adv 
very
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         AdvP

AdvP       Adv
	
           quickly
Adv 
rather head

head

head

head

[AdvP2 [AdvP1  [Adv1 rather]] [Adv2 quickly]]

[AdjP2 [AdvP1  [Adv1 very]] [Adj2 red]]

Adjective Phrases and Adverb Phrases

         AdjP

AdvP       Adj
	
            red
Adv 
very
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• A situation easily confused:

• The big yellow balloon
• The very yellow balloon
• What does ‘big’ modify? What does ‘very’ modify?

Adjective/Adverb Phrases 
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• A situation easily confused:

• The big yellow balloon
• The very yellow balloon
• What does ‘big’ modify? What does ‘very’ modify?

                 NP

  D        AdjP  AdjP      N
the                             balloon

	
          Adj     Adj
	
        big       yellow

Adjective/Adverb Phrases 
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• A situation easily confused:

• The big yellow balloon
• The very yellow balloon
• What does ‘big’ modify? What does ‘very’ modify?

                 NP

  D        AdjP  AdjP      N
the                             balloon

	
          Adj     Adj
	
        big       yellow

                   NP

       D            AdjP        N
      the  	
	
  	
              balloon
	
           AdvP

	
          Adv    Adj
	
          very     yellow

Adjective/Adverb Phrases 
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[AdjP  [AdvP …] [Adj …]]   [NP  [AdvP …] [N …]]

The Principle of Modification
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• if an XP modifies some head Y, then XP must be Y’s sister

[AdjP  [AdvP …] [Adj …]]   [NP  [AdvP …] [N …]]

The Principle of Modification
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• if an XP modifies some head Y, then XP must be Y’s sister

  AdjP

AdvP    Adj

sisters

  NP

AdjP   N

sisters
[AdjP  [AdvP …] [Adj …]]   [NP  [AdvP …] [N …]]

The Principle of Modification
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• These generally consist of a Preposition and 
an NP:

• up the road
• on the video screen
• under the avocado
• PP→P NP

Prepositional Phrases (PPs)
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• These generally consist of a Preposition and 
an NP:

• up the road
• on the video screen
• under the avocado
• PP→P NP

                  PP

	
       P	
          NP
         under
	
                D       N
	
        the   avocado

Prepositional Phrases (PPs)
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• These generally consist of a Preposition and 
an NP:

• up the road
• on the video screen
• under the avocado
• PP→P NP

                  PP

	
       P	
          NP
         under
	
                D       N
	
        the   avocado

[PP [P under][NP [D the] [N avocado]]]

Prepositional Phrases (PPs)
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• Is the NP in a PP optional?

• I threw the garbage out 
• The construction workers blew the building up
• I haven’t seen him before
• PP→P (NP)

• This is controversial: not everyone agrees 
these are prepositions.

Prepositional Phrases 
(PPs)
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• Verbs by themselves:

• Marko [arrived]
• Susan [sang]
• VP→ V

• Verbs can be modified by adverbs:

• Marko [often sang]
• Susan [sang beautifully]
• Luis [often sang beautifully]
• VP →(AdvP+) V (AdvP+)

Verb Phrases (VP)
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• Verbs modified by PPs:

• Marko sang [though a microphone]
• Susan sang [to her parents] beautifully
• Susan sang beautifully [to her parents]
• VP→ (AdvP+) V (AdvP+) (PP+) (AdvP+) 

• Verbs with an NP object:

• Marko sang [a song] to his parents beautifully
• VP →(AdvP+) V (NP) (AdvP+) (PP+) (AdvP+)

Verb Phrases (VP)
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• Verbs with an NP object and NP indirect object:

• Marko sent [his parents] [a package]. 	

• VP →(AdvP+) V (NP) (NP) (AdvP+) (PP+) (AdvP+)

• Verbs with a Sentence (CP) Object:

• Fred said [Marko sang a song] with some derision 
yesterday

• Fred asked Bill [if his T-shirt was inappropriate]
• VP →(AdvP+) V (NP) ({NP/CP}) (PP+) (AdvP+)

Verb Phrases (VP)
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• VP →(AdvP+) V (NP)({NP/CP})(AdvP) (PP+) (AdvP+)

                                    VP

AdvP        V              NP            PP                      PP
	
           got
Adv                   D         N     P      NP         P          NP
frequently         his   buckets from              for    
	
 	
 	
 	
 	
                             D      N          D         N
	
                                            the  store         a    dollar

[VP [AdvP [Adv frequently][V got] [NP [D his][N buckets]][PP [P from][NP [D the] 
[N store]]][PP [P for][NP [D a][N dollar]]]]

Verb Phrases (VP)
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• Sentences consist of a subject (NP) and a 
predicate (VP). In English, neither is optional 
(although in other languages the subject may 
be omitted)

• TP → NP VP

TPs (tense phrases)
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• Sentences consist of a subject (NP) and a 
predicate (VP). In English, neither is optional 
(although in other languages the subject may 
be omitted)

• TP → NP VP

TPs (tense phrases)

                 TP

	
 	
 NP	
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 N	
        V	
       	
 NP
	
 	
 Traci   ate 	
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             the        pizza
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• Sentences consist of a subject (NP) and a 
predicate (VP). In English, neither is optional 
(although in other languages the subject may 
be omitted)

• TP → NP VP

[TP  [NP [N Traci]] [VP [V ate] [NP [D the] [N pizza]]]] 

TPs (tense phrases)

                 TP

	
 	
 NP	
   	
      VP

	
 	
 N	
        V	
       	
 NP
	
 	
 Traci   ate 	
	

	
 	
 	
 	
             D          N
	
 	
 	
 	
             the        pizza
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• Sentences may have an optional auxiliary or 
modal verb (of the Category T)

• TP → NP  (T) VP

Clauses (Sentences)
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• Sentences may have an optional auxiliary or 
modal verb (of the Category T)

• TP → NP  (T) VP                  TP

	
 	
 NP	
   T 	
    VP
 	
            might
	
 	
 N	
             V	
        NP
	
 	
 Traci         eat
	
 	
 	
 	
                D         N
	
 	
 	
 	
               the        pizza

Clauses (Sentences)
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• Sentences may have an optional auxiliary or 
modal verb (of the Category T)

• TP → NP  (T) VP                  TP

	
 	
 NP	
   T 	
    VP
 	
            might
	
 	
 N	
             V	
        NP
	
 	
 Traci         eat
	
 	
 	
 	
                D         N
	
 	
 	
 	
               the        pizza

[TP  [NP [N Traci]] [T might] [VP [V eat] [NP [D the] [N pizza]]]] 

Clauses (Sentences)
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• Sometimes clauses can function as the 
subject or object of other clauses.

• I asked [if Maria would eat the spaghetti]
• I think [that Maria decked the Janitor]
• [That Maria decked the Janitor] is obvious

• Words like “that” and “if” are called 
complementizers. 

• CP→(C) TP

Embedded Clauses
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• VP→(AP+) V (NP) ({NP/CP}) (AP+)(PP+) (AP+)

• TP →{NP/CP} (T) VP

Embedded Clauses
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TP

NP VP

D         N             V             CP
the  syntactician    think

    C                 TP
that

 T
didn’t

NP                     VP

D            N         V           NP
the  phonologist  said

D         N
the  sentence

[TP [NP [D the][N syntactician]][T didn’t][VP [V think][CP [C that][TP 
[NP [D the][N phonologists]][VP [V said][NP[D the][N sentence]]]]]]]
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• Note the structure of the following three 
simplified rules (I’ve left out the material that 
isn’t relevant to the point I’m making):

• VP→ V (CP) 
• TP →NP (T) VP
• CP → (C) TP

• VP is only ever a mother to CP (never TP), 
and CP is only ever a mother to C and TP 
(never NP nor VP)

A common mistake
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• So with the following rules, you can draw only 
certain trees

• VP→ V (CP) 
• TP →NP (T) VP
• CP → (Comp) TP

Bill said that Mary left
TP

NP         VP

N
Bill

V	
       CP
said

   C     TP
that

NP     VP
N
Mary

V
left

[TP [NP [N Bill] [VP [V said][CP [C that] [TP [NP [N Mary]] [VP [V left]]]]]]

A common mistake
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• Note that the rules require BOTH the CP and TP even if 
there is no complementizer
• VP→ V (CP) 
• TP →NP (T) VP
• CP → (C) TP

A common mistake
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Bill said Mary left

A common mistake
• Note that the rules require BOTH the CP and TP even if 
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• Your trees and your rules must correspond 
to one another. 

• When you are drawing your trees (we’ll do a 
lot of practice in a week or so) you must 
make sure that the tree is consistent with the 
rules. 

An obvious but 
important point
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• Language is infinite: you can say sentences 
that have never been said before.

• NP → N   PP

• PP → P    NP

      NP

  N	
     PP

         P       NP

	
           N         PP

	
 	
              P        NP

	
 	
        etc!!!!
[NP [N …] [PP [P …] [NP [N … ] [PP [P …] [NP  …  ]]]]]

Recursion
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• Language is infinite: you can say sentences 
that have never been said before.

• NP → N   PP

• PP → P    NP

      NP

  N	
     PP

         P       NP

	
           N         PP

	
 	
              P        NP

	
 	
        etc!!!!

This property is called
 Recursion

[NP [N …] [PP [P …] [NP [N … ] [PP [P …] [NP  …  ]]]]]

Recursion
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• Constituency & hierarchical structure is 
captured by phrase structure rules (PSRs)

• These rules also capture the recursive 
(infinite) property of language.

Summary
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• CP ➝ (C) TP
• TP ➝ {NP/CP} (T) VP
• VP  ➝(AdvP+) V (NP)({NP/CP}) (AdvP+) (PP+) (AdvP+)
• NP ➝ (D) (AdjP+) N (PP+) (CP)
• PP ➝ P (NP)
• AdjP ➝ (AdvP) Adj
• AdvP ➝  (AdvP) Adv

PSRs of English
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• CP ➝ (C) TP
• TP ➝ {NP/CP} (T) VP
• VP  ➝(AdvP+) V (NP)({NP/CP}) (AdvP+) (PP+) (AdvP+)
• NP ➝ (D) (AdjP+) N (PP+) (CP)
• PP ➝ P (NP)
• AdjP ➝ (AdvP) Adj
• AdvP ➝  (AdvP) Adv

to be significantly revised

PSRs of English
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Drawing Trees & 
Ambiguity in Trees
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Drawing trees
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Step 1: Identify the parts of speech for all the words in the sentence

Drawing trees
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Step 1: Identify the parts of speech for all the words in the sentence
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out what the constituents are)

Step 3: apply the rules backwards (bottom up) to build the tree. 

Drawing trees
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Step 1: Identify the parts of speech for all the words in the sentence

Step 2: try to figure out what words "go together in phrases" (i.e. figure 
out what the constituents are)

Step 3: apply the rules backwards (bottom up) to build the tree. 

	
 	
 Start with AdvP & AdjPs

Drawing trees
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Step 1: Identify the parts of speech for all the words in the sentence

Step 2: try to figure out what words "go together in phrases" (i.e. figure 
out what the constituents are)

Step 3: apply the rules backwards (bottom up) to build the tree. 

	
 	
 Start with AdvP & AdjPs

	
 	
 Next do NPs, then PPs, then VPs

Drawing trees
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Step 1: Identify the parts of speech for all the words in the sentence

Step 2: try to figure out what words "go together in phrases" (i.e. figure 
out what the constituents are)

Step 3: apply the rules backwards (bottom up) to build the tree. 

	
 	
 Start with AdvP & AdjPs

	
 	
 Next do NPs, then PPs, then VPs

	
 	
 Generally, start at the RIGHT edge of the tree and work 
leftwards apply the TP rule last.

Drawing trees
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Step 1: Identify the parts of speech for all the words in the sentence

Step 2: try to figure out what words "go together in phrases" (i.e. figure 
out what the constituents are)

Step 3: apply the rules backwards (bottom up) to build the tree. 

	
 	
 Start with AdvP & AdjPs

	
 	
 Next do NPs, then PPs, then VPs

	
 	
 Generally, start at the RIGHT edge of the tree and work 
leftwards apply the TP rule last.

Step 4: now check your tree against your rules. Start at the top, and 
check that each set of lines can be generated by the rules. 

Drawing trees
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Drawing trees
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•Important: 

Drawing trees
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•Important: 
•Nothing can be left dangling in space. 
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•Important: 
•Nothing can be left dangling in space. 
•Everything has to be attached to something higher up.
•Lines can't cross one another.

Drawing trees
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•Important: 
•Nothing can be left dangling in space. 
•Everything has to be attached to something higher up.
•Lines can't cross one another.
•Phrases never hang off of words, only off of other 
phrases

Drawing trees
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The  very  big man gave the marble    to his   son

Some trees
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 D  Adv Adj   N	
       V	
    D   	
 N       P   D    N

Some trees
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The  very  big man gave the marble    to his   son
 D  Adv Adj   N	
       V	
    D   	
 N       P   D    N

PP

NPNP

NP VP

TP

AdvP

AdjP

Some trees
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• The very big man gave the marble to his son

• [D the][A very][A big][N man][V gave][D the][N marble][P to][D his][N son]
• [AP[A very]]
• [AP[AP[A very]][A big]]
• [NP[D the][AP[AP[A very]][A big]][N man]]
• [NP[D his][N son]]
• [PP[P to][NP[D his][N son]]]
• [NP[D the][N marble]]
• [VP[V gave][NP[D the][N marble]][PP[P to][NP[D his][N son]]]]
• [TP[NP[D the][AP[AP[A very]][A big]][N man]][VP[V gave][NP[D the][N marble]][PP[P to]

[NP[D his][N son]]]]]

BRACKETED DIAG.
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The big  lazy       dog bit    a    mouthful   of   food

Some trees
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• The big lazy dog ate a mouthful of food

• [D the][A big][A lazy][N dog][V ate][D a][N mouthful][P of][N food]
• [AP[A big]]
• [AP[A lazy]]
• [NP[D the][AP[A big]][AP[A lazy]][N dog]]
• [NP[N food]]
• [PP[P of][NP[N food]]]
• [NP[D a][N mouthful][PP[P of][NP[N food]]]]
• [VP[V ate][NP [D a][N mouthful] [PP[P of][NP[N food]]]]]
• [TP[NP [D the][AP[A big]][AP[A lazy]][N dog]][VP [V ate][NP [D a][N mouthful] [PP[P of]

[NP[N food]]]]]]

BRACKETED DIAG.
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I      will finish    an       assignment   about   trees
N      T     V        D	
              N             P       N 

PP

NP

NP

TP
VP

NP

[TP[NP[N I][T will][VP [V finish][NP [D an][N assignment] [PP [P about][NP [N trees]]]]]]

Some trees
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• The line in a tree represents the application 
of a PSR, so there is no line between a word 
and its category:

A Personal Pet-peeve
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• The line in a tree represents the application 
of a PSR, so there is no line between a word 
and its category:

NP

N

Peanuts

NP

N
Peanuts

✓

I know you may have been taught using the line. It was right 40 
years ago, but it is actually inconsistent with the rules we use today.

A Personal Pet-peeve
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• Ambiguity: when a sentence has two meanings

• Paraphrase: A restatement of the meaning of a 
sentence, used to disambiguate ambiguous 
sentences.

• John went to the bank. 

• Paraphrase 1: John went to the financial institution
• Paraphrase 2: John went to the side of the river

• We use paraphrases to disambiguate. But be sure 
that when you draw trees you draw them of the 
ORIGINAL sentence, not the paraphrase

Ambiguity
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Ambiguity

• Two kinds:

• Lexical ambiguity uses words with more 
than one meaning. 

• Structural ambiguity ambiguous due to the 
structure of the tree.
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• Safety Experts Say School Bus Passengers Should Be Belted
•  Drunk Gets Nine Months in Violin Case
•  Iraqi Head Seeks Arms
•  Farmer Bill Dies in House
•  Stud Tires Out
•  Prostitutes Appeal to Pope
•  British Left Waffles on Falkland Islands
•  Reagan Wins on Budget, But More Lies Ahead
•  Red Tape Holds Up New Bridge
•  Deer Kill 17,000
•  Man Struck by Lightning Faces Battery Charge
•  Ban on Soliciting Dead in Trotwood

Lexically Ambiguous 
Headlines
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• Two Sisters Reunited after 18 Years in 
Checkout Counter

• Enraged Cow Injures Farmer With Ax

• Hospitals are Sued by 7 Foot Doctors

• Killer Sentenced to Die for Second Time in 
10 Years.

Structurally Ambiguous 
Headlines
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• If an XP modifies a head Y then XP must be 
Y’s sister (be the daughter of YP)

          YP

         XP    Y

sisters

        YP
          Y     XP

sisters

The Principle of Modification
“The Golden Rule”
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The man put the book in the box on the table

Meaning 1: put the book (currently in the box) 
on the table. The box isn’t on the table

Ambiguity in Structure
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• I killed the king with the knife

• easy reading: “used a knife for the killing”

• harder reading: “king holding a knife”

• I killed the king with the red hair

• easy reading: “king who has red hair”
• harder reading: “used red hair to kill him”

Ambiguity in Structure
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I killed the king with a knife

TP

D    N  P    NP

killed using a knife

NP           VP

  N        V   NP   PP
I    killed

the king with
D      N

 a       knife

king holding a knife
TP

NP          VP

I     killed
D    N     PP
the king

D      N
a      knife

  N       V   NP

P    NP
with
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I killed the king with red hair
killed using red hair

TP

D    N  P    NP

NP           VP

  N        V   NP   PP
I    killed

the king with
AdjP     N
          hair
Adj
red Adjred

red-headed king
TP

NP          VP

I    killed
D    N     PP
the king

AdjP     N
hair

  N       V   NP

P    NPwith
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Summary

• Tree drawing

• practice, practice, practice
• Apply rules from bottom up, start with AdjPs, 

AdvPs, NPs, PPs first. Start from right edge.
• Make sure everything is connected, no crossing 

lines.
• CHECK your trees against the phrase structure 

rules.
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Summary

• Structurally vs. Lexically ambiguous.

• Structurally ambiguous

• different meanings have different trees.
• relies on the principle of modification!

• A paraphrase is a restatement of meaning. 
Don’t draw trees for the paraphrase -- draw 
them for the actual sentence.
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Figuring Out Categories 
and Phrase Structure in 

Other Languages



Problem:  Sinhala /sɪŋəәla/ 
i)!Jōn "" ballavə " däkka! ! !
! John ! dog  !       saw
! “John saw the dog.”
ii) Jōn "" janēle"   iñdəla" ballavə"  däkka! ! !
!  John ! window from! dog  !   saw
! “John saw the dog from the window.”
iii) Jōn " " eyāge"taḍi" ballavə"däkka! ! !
!   John !       his!      big ! dog  ! saw
! “John saw his big dog.”
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What is the NP rule of  Sinhala?
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NP

D        AdjP      N      
eyāge                ballavə

Adj
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Rule for PP in Sinhala
a) What is the PP rule of Sinhala?

Is there any evidence that 
NP 

is optional in Sinhala?

[PP [NP [N janēla]][P iñdəәla]]

PP→ NP  P
PP

NP       P     
iñdəla

N
janēla
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What is the VP rule in 
Sinhala?

c) What is the VP rule of Sinhala? (Assume all non-head 
material is optional.)

• There is always a V

• Object NPs appear before V

• If there is a PP and an Object NP, then the PP 
is before the object (and the V)

• VP →????????



The VP Rule

VP ➔  (PP) (NP)  V



The VP Rule

VP ➔  (PP) (NP)  V

You are told in the question 
to assume that this is 

optional. But note that there 
is no data to support this!



TP → NP  VP

d)  What is the TP rule of Sinhala?



TP → NP  VP

d)  What is the TP rule of Sinhala?

No evidence in the data for a T node
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(1) Agorodd y dyn y drws               “The man opened the door.” 
(2) Collodd y dyn ddwy bunt          “The man lost two pounds (money)” 
(3) Gyrhaeddodd y dyn                  “The man arrived” 
(4) Gaeth y dyn ddwy bunt             “The man got two pounds” 
(5) Agorodd Fred ddwy ddrws        “Fred opened two doors” 
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